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PREFACE
This manual is intended to guide, assist, and instruct concrete inspectors
and others engaged in concrete construction and testing, including field
engineers, construction superintendents, supervisors, laboratory and field
technicians, and workers. Designers may also find the manual to be a valuable
reference by using the information to better adapt their designs to the realities
of field construction. Because of the diverse possible uses of the manual
and the varied backgrounds of the readers, it includes the reasoning behind
the technical instructions.

The field of concrete construction has expanded dramatically over the
years to reflect the many advances that have taken place in the concrete
industry. Although many of the fundamentals presented in previous editions
of this manual remain relevant and technically correct, this tenth edition
incorporates new material to address these advances in technology. A list
of only a few of the recent developments in materials, equipment, and
processes includes:
• Shrinkage-compensating cement;
• Increased use of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs);
• Polymer-modified mixtures;
• Self-consolidating concretes;
• New and refined admixtures;
• Fiber-reinforced concrete;
• Epoxy resins;
• High-capacity and automated concrete production equipment;
• High-performance and high-strength concrete; and
• Epoxy-coated and stainless steel-clad reinforcement.

The need to cover new issues affecting inspection is the reason ACI
Committee 311 continues to revise the ACI Manual of Concrete Inspection.
In preparing this edition of the manual, as with previous editions, the
committee’s task was to interpret the policies set forth by other authorized
bodies rather than to make policy on construction practices. The main

emphasis of the manual is on the technical aspects of inspection and
construction. For further information about construction practices, readers
are encouraged to refer to the ACI Manual of Concrete Practice.

Because the content of this manual is general and broad in nature, no
part of the manual should be included by reference in contract documents.
Applicable inspection requirements for each project should be determined
and included in the specifications.
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CHAPTER 1—INSPECTION AND THE INSPECTOR
1.1—Inspection processes

1.1.1 Why inspection is needed—The purpose of inspection
is to verify that the requirements and intent of the contract
design documents are faithfully accomplished. In concrete
construction, inspection includes not only visual observations
and field measurements, but also field and laboratory testing
and the collection and evaluation of test data. In many
instances, inspectors also act as or are assisted by the field
technicians assigned to perform the testing.

One important responsibility of the concrete inspector
is to assess the quality of the materials used in the
concrete. It is difficult, and usually impossible, to produce
specified concrete from nonconforming materials. Thus,
the final materials entering the concrete mixture should be
of specified quality.

An important factor in quality construction is good work-
manship in all operations and processes (Fig. 1.1).
Observing this aspect becomes an important responsibility
of the inspector. Even when concrete is made using high-
quality materials, proportioned correctly, and batched
correctly, the resulting concrete structure can be unsatisfactory
if construction workmanship is of poor quality.

Manual skills, technical knowledge, motivation, and pride
all contribute to good workmanship. Most individuals
involved with concrete design and construction take pride in
their efforts and strive to attain superior quality (Fig. 1.2).
Not all personnel, however, will receive the necessary
training to do their jobs properly. The need to meet fast-track

construction schedules and stay within cost limits often
places too much emphasis on production rates. If speed
becomes a top priority, construction quality may not receive
adequate attention if not properly executed. Ironically, cost
may also suffer. Techniques that speed concrete placement
can actually add to material costs or result in the need for
expensive repairs.

Jacob Feld, a noted investigator of structural failures, listed
examples in his book, Lessons from Failures of Concrete
Structures, showing that a high percentage of failures of
concrete structures that he had investigated were caused in
significant part by poor construction—in other words, poor
workmanship. He stated: “The one thing which these failures
conclusively point to is that all good concrete construction
should be subjected to rigid inspection... It is believed that only
by this kind of inspection is it possible to guard against the
failure of concrete structures” (Feld 1964).

For every monumental structural collapse, innumerable
instances of small failures occur. This is particularly true
when important concrete properties, such as durability and
watertightness, do not conform to design requirements.

Superior concrete structures can be built at a reasonable cost
if concrete producers and contractors are vigilant. As the
late F. R. McMillan said in the foreword to his famous
Concrete Primer (McMillan and Tuthill 1987): “Many who
have been interested in the cause of better concrete have
noted the difficulty of making any real progress until
someone in authority has been convinced that good concrete
can be had, that it should be had, and, having been so
convinced, has sent out the word that it must be had.”

1.1.2 Purposes of inspection—The desire for quality has
led to the use of inspection personnel to monitor and document
quality of concrete construction. The responsibilities and
duties of inspectors have broadened over the years. Today,
several inspection teams may be used on one project to
represent the interests of the various parties involved.
Inspectors may be employed:
• By project owners to provide quality assurance for the

work;
• By government agencies and large industries to assure

the quality;
• By architects and engineers to verify and document

compliance with project specifications and drawings;
• By contractors to provide quality-control inspection for

projects under construction. This helps provide assurance
to the contractor that the finished construction will
meet all requirements of the contract documents and
thus will be accepted by the owner;

• By producers of concrete materials and products who
need assurance that finished products will meet the
requirements of the contract documents. Examples
include producers of cement, aggregate, ready mixed
concrete, and precast products;

• By licensing and building-permit jurisdictions charged
with enforcing building codes and other regulations. In
this case, the inspector will be responsible only for
assuring that the finished structure conforms to
requirements of the codes or regulations; or
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• By commercial laboratories designated to provide
testing and inspection services.

Regardless of the function, inspection, including laboratory
and field testing, may be performed by a team or, for very
small projects, by just one person (Fig. 1.3).

1.1.3 Owner and contractor inspections
1.1.3.1 Owner inspection—Owner inspection provides

assurance to owners that the requirements of the contract
documents (drawings and specifications) are fulfilled. ACI
311.4R, Section 2.3, was prepared to guide architects,
engineers, and owners in the development of effective
inspection programs. It states:

For the protection of the public and the owner, the
responsibility for planning and detailing owner
inspection should be vested in the A/E as a continuing
function of the design responsibility. The A/E should
ensure that the program for owner inspection meets
all requirements of design specifications and the local
building code. The inspection responsibility may be
discharged directly, may be conducted by owner
personnel, or may be delegated to an independent
inspection organization reporting to the A/E.

If the A/E is also responsible for construction, an
independent inspection organization should be
retained directly by the owner. When the owner
provides the A/E service, the owner should also
provide inspection or retain an independent inspection
organization. Inspection requirements on projects
supervised by a construction manager should also be
detailed by the A/E and should be carried out by
inspection personnel representing the owner.

The fee for owner inspection and testing should be
a separate and distinct item and should be paid by the
owner, or by the A/E acting on behalf of the owner,
directly to the inspection organization. The owner or

A/E should avoid the undesirable practice of
arranging payment through the contractor for
inspection services intended for use by the owner as
a basis of acceptance. Such a practice is not in the
owner’s interest, and may result in a conflict of
interests. Impartial service is difficult under such
circumstances, and the fees for inspection are
eventually paid by the owner in any case.

Under a typical construction contract, inspectors repre-
senting the owner have no responsibility or authority to
manage the contractor’s workforce. The owner’s inspection
team is responsible for determining that materials, procedures,
and end products conform to the requirements of the contract
documents. Because inspectors are only responsible for
evaluating the contractor’s work for conformance, they may

Fig. 1.1—Increasingly sophisticated building designs call
for higher standards of materials and workmanship.

Fig. 1.2—Concrete’s ability to be formed into any shape lets
artistry and function go hand in hand.

Fig. 1.3—ACI-certified field technician performing a slump
test.




